
Bargue Figure Drawing Plates Burst: A
Comprehensive Guide to Classical Drawing
Techniques
Are you ready to take your figure drawing skills to the next level? With
Bargue Figure Drawing Plates Burst, you can learn the secrets of classical
drawing techniques used by the old masters.
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This book is a comprehensive guide to Bargue drawing, with over 400 high-
quality reproductions of original Bargue plates. Each plate is accompanied
by detailed instructions and analysis, so you can learn the techniques step-
by-step.

What is Bargue Drawing?

Bargue drawing is a method of figure drawing that was developed in the
19th century by Jean-Léon Gérôme. Gérôme was a French artist who is
considered one of the greatest academic painters of his time.
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Gérôme's method of teaching drawing involved copying the works of the
old masters. He believed that by copying the great works of art, students
could learn the techniques and principles that the old masters had used.

Bargue plates are a collection of drawings that were created by Gérôme's
students. These plates are based on the works of the old masters, and they
provide a valuable resource for students who want to learn classical
drawing techniques.

Benefits of Bargue Drawing

There are many benefits to learning Bargue drawing, including:

Improved hand-eye coordination

Enhanced spatial awareness

Increased understanding of human anatomy

Developed ability to draw from observation

Greater confidence in drawing skills

What's Inside Bargue Figure Drawing Plates Burst?

Bargue Figure Drawing Plates Burst is packed with over 400 high-quality
reproductions of original Bargue plates. Each plate is accompanied by
detailed instructions and analysis, so you can learn the techniques step-by-
step.

The book is divided into five sections:

to Bargue Drawing



The Plates

Analysis of the Plates

Drawing Exercises

Glossary of Terms

The provides a comprehensive overview of Bargue drawing, including its
history, techniques, and benefits.

The plates section contains over 400 high-quality reproductions of original
Bargue plates. Each plate is accompanied by a brief description and a list
of the materials used.

The analysis section provides detailed analysis of each plate, including the
techniques used, the proportions of the figure, and the overall composition.

The drawing exercises section provides a series of exercises that will help
you to practice the techniques you have learned.

The glossary of terms provides definitions of the most important terms used
in Bargue drawing.

Who is Bargue Figure Drawing Plates Burst For?

Bargue Figure Drawing Plates Burst is for anyone who wants to learn
classical drawing techniques. It is an excellent resource for:

Beginning artists

Intermediate artists

Advanced artists



Art students

Art teachers

Anyone who wants to improve their drawing skills

Free Download Your Copy Today

If you are serious about improving your drawing skills, then you need
Bargue Figure Drawing Plates Burst. Free Download your copy today and
start learning the secrets of classical drawing techniques.

Free Download Now
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Unveil the Rich Tapestry of Rural Life: Immerse
Yourself in 'Still Life with Chickens'
Step into the enchanting pages of "Still Life with Chickens", where the
complexities of rural life unfold through a captivating tapestry of language
and imagery....

Unlocking the Depths of Cybersecurity: An In-
Depth Look at Dancho Danchev's Expertise
In the ever-evolving landscape of cybersecurity, where threats lurk
behind every digital corner, it becomes imperative to seek the guidance
of experts who navigate...
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